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  Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
Profil de Jacqueline I, II, III, IV
Linocuts printed in brown, 1956

Not in Bloch; Baer 1038-41, b (of b)

Four linoleum blocks printed in brown on one sheet.
There was no edition. Picasso had the four heads
printed on a single sheet. Baer records one to two such
impressions. The artist also had one to two impressions
of each head printed individually.

Inscribed by the printer, Hidalgo Arnéra, '14.2.1956 4
PORTRAITS DE FEMME DIFFERENTS. EPREUVE
D'ESSAI BRUN FONCE SUR FOND BLANC. SANS
SUITE', in pencil.

Stamped in ink on the verso: 'Imprimerie Arnéra Archives
/ Non Signé'.

Of the utmost rarity.

Image Size : 50.5 x 41cm (19.9 x 16.1in)
Sheet Size : 67.5 x 50.2cm (26.6 x 19.8in)

Note
Picasso cut four small linoleum blocks to illustrate
"Poèmes" by Saint-Pol-Roux, a poetry book that was
never published. The subjects of the blocks are
variations of the profile of Jacqueline, Picasso's second
wife.

Provenance
Archives Imprimerie Arnéra

Stock No. 13133

 

 $65,000



  Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
Grand Nu debout
Linocut printed in black, 1956

Not in Bloch; Baer 1035 first state of two, I (of II)

Printed in black on 'offset fort' paper. Baer records only
six impressions of this state, four of which are on 'offset
fort' paper; ours is one of the four impressions. There
was no edition of this subject.

Inscribed by the printer, Hidalgo Arnéra ' 8.2.1956 /
Femme Nue 1er état / épreuve d'essai / noir sur fond
blanc', in pencil.

Exceptionally rare.

Stamped in ink on the verso, 'Imprimerie Arnéra Archives
/ Non Signé'.

Image Size : 64 x 27cm (25.2 x 10.6in)
Sheet Size : 65.3 x 50cm (25.7 x 19.7in)

Provenance
Archives Imprimerie Arnéra

Stock No. 13238

 

 $60,000

  Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
Grand Nu debout
Linocut printed in brown, 1956

Not in Bloch; Baer 1035 second state of two, II (of II)

An impression printed in brown on 'offset fort' paper.
Baer records only four impressions of this state, only two
of which are printed on 'offset fort' paper. There was no
edition of this subject.

Inscribed by the printer, "12.2.1956 / Femme Nue 2me
Etat / Epreuve d'essai brun foncé sur fond blanc / sans
suite", in pencil.

An exceptionally rare subject and of the utmost rarity in
this form.

Stamped in ink on the verso, 'Imprimerie Arnéra Archives
/ Non Signé'.

Image Size : 64 x 27cm (25.2 x 10.6in)
Sheet Size : 67 x 50.1cm (26.4 x 19.7in)

Provenance
Archives Imprimerie Arnéra

Stock No. 13240

 

 $65,000



  Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
Femmes à leur Toilette
Linocut printed in black, 1956

Not in Bloch; Baer 1037 'Deuxième plateau: le noir' only
state, A.dp.a (of B)

Printed in black on Arches. Baer records only one or two
impressions in which the paper has been firmly pressed
into the linoleum plate. This creates a relief in which
each groove made by the gouge is inked and therefore
can be seen.

Inscribed by the printer, Hidalgo Arnéra '4.7.64 / Femme
au Miroir / épreuve a la brosse / PAPIER MOUILLE
RECHERCHE DU DETAIL. DE LA GRAVURE DU LINO',
in pencil.

Stamped in ink on the verso, "Imprimerie Arnéra
Archives / Non Signé".

Exceptionally rare in this form.

Watermark: Arches

Image Size : 55.1 x 51.7cm (21.7 x 20.4in)
Sheet Size : 75 x 62cm (29.5 x 24.4in)

Provenance
Archives Imprimerie Arnéra

Stock No. 13270

 

 $30,000

  Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
Portrait de jeune Fille, d'après Cranach le
Jeune. I
Linocut printed in brown, 1958

Not in Bloch, Baer 1052 only state of 'Premier plateau'

Printed in brown directly onto offset paper. Baer records
only one impression of this state, but as the
reproduction shown in Baer appears to be of a different
impression ours must be a second impression.

Picasso cut a second plate which was meant to be
printed as a brown background plate, but it appears he
did not consider the combination successful as only two
impressions of the combined plates exist.

This is Picasso's first attempt at interpreting Cranach's
portrait of a woman, his second attempt (Bloch 0859;
Baer 1053) was the first subject to be editioned and one
of thr well known.

Stamped in ink on the verso "Imprimerie Arnéra
Archives / Non Signé".

Image Size : 45 x 60cm (17.7 x 23.6in)
Sheet Size : 51 x 67cm (20.1 x 26.4in)

Provenance
Archives Imprimerie Arnéra

Stock No. 12333

 

 Price on
application



  Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
Portrait de jeune Fille, d'après Cranach le
Jeune. II
Linocut printed in black, 1958

Bloch 0859; Baer 1053 first state of two of 'Cinquième
plateau : le Noir'

A working proof printed on a thin paper (like a poster
paper) in black.

Baer records one impression of this state but printed in
brown. Since our impression is printed in black, at least
one additional impression of this state must have been
printed and not seen by Baer.

Exceptionally rare.

Stamped in ink on the verso, 'Imprimerie Arnéra
Archives / Non Signé'.

Image Size : 63.5 x 52.6cm (25 x 20.7in)
Sheet Size : 64.2 x 53cm (25.3 x 20.9in)

Note
The black plate is the registration plate of 'Portrait de
jeune Fille, d'après Cranach le Jeune. II', the most
sought-after of Picasso's linocuts.

Provenance
Archives Imprimerie Arnéra

Stock No. 13979

 

 Price on
application

  Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
L'Aubade avec Femme dans un Fauteuil
Linocut printed in colours, 1959

Bloch 0917; Baer 1232 second state of two, II.A (of II
B.b)

'Epreuve d'essai' of the definitive form before the edition
of 50, printed by Imprimerie Arnéra and published by
Galerie Louise Leiris. Baer records three such
impressions on 'vélin'. Since ours is on offset paper, at
least one more impression must have been printed and
not seen by Baer.

Exceptionally rare on this paper.

Stamped in ink on the verso, "Imprimerie Arnéra
Archives / Non Signé".

Image Size : 53 x 64cm (20.9 x 25.2in)
Sheet Size : 60 x 75cm (23.6 x 29.5in)

Provenance
Archives Imprimerie Arnéra

Stock No. 11812

 

 $13,000



  Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
Bacchanale avec Chevreau et Spectateur
Linocut printed in colours, 1959

Bloch 0931; Baer 1260 B (of B.f.2.?)

Printed from the first state of 'Premiers plateaux: le ciel
et Lac' (sky and lake block) and the second state of
'Deuxième plateau: le sol' (landscape block) in green
over the first state in brown. Unrecorded by Baer with
such a combination of plates. Annotated by the printer,
Hidalgo Arnéra, in the top and right margins.

Stamped in ink on the verso, 'Imprimerie Arnéra Archives
/ Non Signé'.

Watermark: Arches

Image Size : 53 x 64cm (20.9 x 25.2in)
Sheet Size : 62 x 75cm (24.4 x 29.5in)

Provenance
Archives Imprimerie Arnéra

Stock No. 11817

 

 $35,000



  Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
Bacchanale au Hibou
Linocut printed in colours, 1959

Bloch 0938; Baer 1265

A group of two proofs, including the definitive state and
an early, unrecorded first state.

1) Unrecorded first state

Printed in brown over a black background. The brown is
printed thinly to allow the black background to show
through, giving a greenish mottled effect. Unrecorded by
Baer.

The areas around the flautist and dancers have not
been as fully worked as in Baer's only recorded state.

Inscribed by the printer, Hidalgo Arnéra, "Linogravure de
Picasso/307 Bacchanale au Hibou/1959/1er Etat" in
pencil.

Exceptionally rare in this form, possibly unique.

Stamped in ink on the verso, "Imprimerie Arnéra
Archives / Non Signé".

Watermark: Arches

2) Baer's only state A (of C) (Now a second state of two,
II.A (of II.C)

'Epreuve d'essai' of the defintive form before the edition
of 50, printed by Imprimerie Arnéra and published by
Galerie Louise Leiris. Baer records three such
impressions.

Inscribed by the printer, Hidalgo Arnéra, "Linogravure de
Picasso/307 Bacchanale au Hibou/1959/tirage définitif"
in pencil.

Stamped in ink on the verso, "Imprimerie Arnéra
Archives / Non Signé".

Watermark: Arches

Image Size : 53 x 64cm (20.9 x 25.2in)
Sheet Size : 62 x 75cm (24.4 x 29.5in)

Provenance
Archives Imprimerie Arnéra

Stock No. 12414

 

 $25,000



  Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
Farol
Linocut printed in colours, 1959

Bloch 0945; Baer 1223 second and final state, II.A (of
II.B.b)

A working proof printed in black and brown over a light
brown background on 'offset fort' paper from before the
edition of 50, printed by Imprimerie Arnéra and published
by Galerie Louise Leiris.

Baer records only one impression that was dedicated to
Arnéra. As our impression has not been dedicated at
least one more impression must have been printed and
not seen by Baer.

Stamped in ink on the verso, 'Imprimerie Arnéra Archives
/ Non Signé'.

Image Size : 16.5 x 22.6cm (6.5 x 8.9in)
Sheet Size : 33.5 x 51cm (13.2 x 20.1in)

Provenance
Archives Imprimerie Arnéra

Stock No. 12828

 

 $11,500

  Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
L'Aubade, avec Femme Accoudée
Linocut printed in colours, 1959

Not in Bloch; Baer 1233 first state of three, I (of III)

Printed in brown over a beige background. Baer records
seven to eight such impressions.

There was no edition of this subject and since Baer
records only seven to eight impressions of this state, it
makes this impression exceptionally rare. Stamped in ink
on the verso, "Imprimerie Arnéra Archives / Non Signé".

Watermark: Arches

Image Size : 53.5 x 64.5cm (21.1 x 25.4in)
Sheet Size : 62 x 75cm (24.4 x 29.5in)

Provenance
Archives Imprimerie Arnéra

Stock No. 13255

 

 $14,000



  Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
Couple debout
Linocuts printed in colours, 1959

Not in Bloch; Baer 1257, 1261, 1266 and 1271, only
states

Two items:

1. An impression printed in purple, before the individual
linocut blocks were printed over the purple background
in blanc crème. Annoted by the printer "No 6. FOND
VIOLET. Gravure inachevee de Picasso" lower left, and
"Linogravure - Imprimerie Arnera - Vallauris" lower right.

Stamped in ink on the verso, 'Imprimerie Arnéra Archives
/ Non Signé'.

2. An impression printed in 'blanc crème' over a purple
background on Arches. Baer records only one to two
such impressions, one of which is ours. The other
impression is held by the Picasso estate.

Inscribed by the printer, Hidalgo Arnéra, 'épreuve d'essai
de 5 petit linos / blanc sur fond bleu / ce montage sans
le fond a servi pour un tirage a la Baignoire', in pencil.

Stamped in ink on the verso, 'Imprimerie Arnéra Archives
/ Non Signé'.

Exceptionally rare subject.

Watermark: Arches

Image Size : 52.6 x 64cm (20.7 x 25.2in)
Sheet Size : 62 x 75cm (24.4 x 29.5in)

Provenance
Archives Imprimerie Arnéra

Stock No. 13258

 

 $25,000

  Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
Le Banderillero
Linocuts printed in colours, 1959

Bloch 0940; Baer 1225

A complete set of working states for this subject,
including the finished state. Four impressions in all.

An important group for understanding the creative
methodology by which Picasso, with the close
involvement of his printer, worked his way in linocut
towards a finished image. The group is undoubtedly
unique in this form.

There would often be a plain background printed from
the plate that Picasso would then work; in this case Baer
states that two different blocks exist to print the
background. She describes one block as being larger
and as having pin and nail holes that print on the image,
it was used to print proofs of the first and second states
and some of the proofs of the third state. The other
block described by Baer is smaller and was used to print
the impressions of the edition and some proofs of the
third state. The group below contains impressions which
are printed from each of these background blocks.

The group is comprised of:

1) Baer's first state of four, I (of IV.B.b)

 $75,000



An impression printed in brown over a light brown
background. This proof was printed on a thin poster
paper from the large background plate, which shows the
pin and nail holes. Baer records two such impressions,
both annotated. Since our impression does bear any
inscription, at least one more must have been printed
and not seen by Baer.

Stamped in ink on the verso, "Imprimerie Arnéra
Archives / Non Signé".

2) Baer's second state of four, II (of IV.B.b)

An impression printed in brown over a light brown
background. This proof was printed on a thin poster
paper from the large background plate, which shows the
pin and nail holes. Baer records two such impressions,
both annotated. Since our impression does bear any
inscription, at least one more must have been printed
and not seen by Baer.

Stamped in ink on the verso, "Imprimerie Arnéra
Archives / Non Signé".

3) Baer's third state of four, III (of IV.B.b)

An impression printed in brown over a light brown
background. This proof was printed on a thick ordinary
paper from the small background plate. Baer records two
to three such impressions.

Stamped in ink on the verso, "Imprimerie Arnéra
Archives / Non Signé".

4) Baer's fourth state of four, IV.A (of IV.B.b)

'Epreuve d'essai' of the definitive form before the edition
of 50, printed by Imprimerie Arnéra and published by
Galerie Louise Leiris. Baer records three such
impressions.

Image Size : 52.5 x 63.8cm (20.7 x 25.1in)

Note
'Le Banderillero' is amongst Picasso's first important
prints made with the so-called reductive technique. The
artist used a comb to scrape the middle ground of the
linoleum block, consequently giving the print an
impression of relief similar to those found in woodcuts. In
both our impressions printed on 'offset fort' paper, one
can actually feel these reliefs.

Stock No. 13986

 

  Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
Nu
Linocut printed in black, 1962

Not in Bloch; Baer 1316 third state of three, III (of III.c)

A working proof printed in black directly onto 'papier
ordinaire' (thin paper, polished on recto and matt on the
verso, not unlike poster paper). This impression has a
large area of printing ink at the left edge of the image
and left margin, perhaps from another plate. The
purpose of this additional inking is not clear. Extremely
rare in this form, Baer records no impressions printed in
black only.

Stamped in ink on the verso "Imprimerie Arnéra Archives
/ Non Signé".

Watermark: Arches.

Image Size : 63 x 27cm (24.8 x 10.6in)
Sheet Size : 75 x 60cm (29.5 x 23.6in)

Provenance
Archives Imprimerie Arnéra

Stock No. 12145

 

 $4,800



  Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
Jacqueline Lisant
Linocut printed in colours, 1962

Bloch 1181; Baer 1292

A complete set of working states for this subject,
including the finished state. Three impressions are
carefully annotated by the printer with details of the
states and colours, and also inscribed with the date of
printing. Five impressions in all.

An important group for understanding the creative
methodology by which Picasso, with the close
involvement of his printer, worked his way in linocut
towards a finished image. With the printer's signature
and annotations, the group is undoubtedly unique in
this form.

1) Baer's first state of "Premier plateau"

An impression of the first state of "Premier plateau" in
black directly onto paper. Baer records only one such
impression with an inscription, however as our
impression does not bear and inscription, at least one
more impression must have been printed and not seen
by Baer.

Stamped in ink on the verso, "Imprimerie Arnéra
Archives / Non Signé".

2) Baer's second state of "Premier plateau"

An impression of the second state of "Premier plateau"
printed in brown directly onto paper. Baer records no
such impression in brown, only one impression in black;
certainly unique in this form.

Inscribed by the printer, Hidalgo Arnéra, "Jacqueline
Lisant/1ere épreuve marron/le 6-7-64/Plateau No.1" in
pencil.

Stamped in ink on the verso, "Imprimerie Arnéra
Archives / Non Signé".

Watermark: Arches

3) Baer's third state of "Premier plateau"

An impression of the third state of "Premier plateau"
printed in black directly onto paper. Baer records two
such impressions.

Inscribed by the printer, Hidalgo Arnéra, "Jacqueline
Lisant/2eme épreuve du plateau No.1 en Noir/le 8-7-64"
in pencil.

Stamped in ink on the verso, "Imprimerie Arnéra
Archives / Non Signé".

Watermark: Arches

4) Baer's only state of "Deuxième plateau"

An impression of the only state of "Deuxième plateau"
printed in black. Baer records only one such impression
with an inscription, this is our impression.

Inscribed by the printer, Hidalgo Arnéra, "Jacqueline
Lisant/1ere épreuve Noir/le7-7-64/Plateau No.2" in
pencil.

Stamped in ink on the verso, "Imprimerie Arnéra
Archives / Non Signé".

Watermark: Arches

5) Baer's B.b.1 (of B.b.2)

Signed and numbered in pencil.

 Price on
application



From the edition of 50, printed by Imprimerie Arnera,
and published by Galerie Louise Leiris.

Watermark: Arches

Image Size : 64 x 53cm (25.2 x 20.9in)
Sheet Size : 75 x 62cm (29.5 x 24.4in)

Provenance
Archives Imprimerie Arnéra and Private Collection,
U.S.A.

Stock No. 12799

 

  Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
Femme nue pêchant des Truites à la Main
Linocut printed in colours, 1962-63

Not in Bloch; Baer 1327 second state of three, II (of III)

A proof printed thinly in brown over a brown and a light
brown background. Baer records three such
impressions, only one of which is printed in brown.

Inscribed with the date of printing by the printer, Hidalgo
Arnéra, "26-6-62" in pencil.

Stamped in ink on the verso, 'Imprimerie Arnéra Archives
/ Non Signé'.

Watermark: Arches

Image Size : 53 x 64cm (20.9 x 25.2in)
Sheet Size : 62 x 75cm (24.4 x 29.5in)

Provenance
Archives Imprimerie Arnéra

Stock No. 13201

 

 $18,000


